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Remover for Woodchip Wallpaper
For easy removal of painted woodchip wallpapers and all wallpapers that are difficult
to remove
Scope of
application:

The product removes all woodchip wallpapers (also if they have been
coated several times), without using the spiked roller or sand paper, etc.
And it can also be used to remove wallpapers that are difficult to remove,
such as textile wallpapers or Venyl wallpapers.

Properties:

Can be applied without the spiked roller, also for woodchip wallpapers
that have been coated several times = significant shorter processing time.
Extremely high detachment forces through special additives = no draining
on the wallpaper
The product can be applied with the garden irrigation nozzle.

Technical
specifications:

Raw material base: aqueous solution of surfactants and alcohol
Make-up ratio: 250 ml in 5 to 6 l water
Consumption: 100 ml of the remover for woodchip wallpaper are sufficient for 20 - 25 m²

Processing:

To remove painted woodchip wallpapers add 250 ml of the remover to 5
to 6 litre warm water. For other wallpapers add 250 ml to 10 litre warm
water. Use a ceiling swab, sponge or garden irrigation nozzle to apply
the remover generously in run direction of the wallpaper, and allow it approx. 15 minutes to react. The application can be repeated, if required.
Then remove the wallpapers strip by strip.
Always clean the tools thoroughly with water immediately after use.

Identification:

Please refer to the EC safety data sheet for the pertinent information.

Storage property:

Store the product in a cool, dark and dry place.

Other:

Always read the label and product information before use.
Use warm or hot water to increase the effect. Water-repellent wallpapers
must be slightly roughened with a spiked roller before applying the solvent.

Container sizes:

Bottle with 250 ml
Bottle with 500 ml
Bottle with 1,000 ml
Jerrican with 5 l
Jerrican with 10 l

